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This chapter prese*ts ihe sumntary of the previou-s chapters and some

suggestions for firther studies.

5.1 Srmmary

An argument originates fronr claims, which are statements $at ne€d

defending. It is a producl of an imaginar-l- conversation between the writer and the

reader using proofsi evidences and assumptions. Taking writing D (aow Wtting

lI), tlre students of Widya Mandala Surabaya Catholic University, were taught

argumentative compositiors in lvfuch they had to argue logicaily and soundly on

an issue. In an argumentative conrposition, the presence of an argument is usually

signated by the use of logical indicators: premise indicatol5 and coaclusion

indicators. Being aware of the impo(ance of logical indicators in signaling the

pre$enc€ of an argument, a:rd realizing that there are many logical fudicators thx

students might chcose to construct their arguments coherently aud convincingly,

the writer canied out the study under report. She analyzed the argummtative

compositions of ihe fifth s€m€ster students of the English Deparfment cf Widya

Mandala Surabaya Catholic Uiriversity to see what logical indicators are mostly

encourtered in their composilions. The underlying concept used in this study is

the concept of arggmentative writing *i!h special referelrce to arggment logical

indicators. To help her describe the logical indicators, the writer made used of a

table oflogical indicators {see table 3.1 tn Appendix 1),

_t -:



Analyzing the argumentative compositions of 30 students, the writer found

six premise indicators i.e. because, firstly, secondly, the third reason is, the last is,

for and seven conclusion indicators i.e. so, as q result, therefore, for this rea'\on,

whic:h shows that, lhat iswhy, hence ate used by the subjects under study. All in

all there were l3 logical indicators found in the subjects' argumentative

compositions. After counting the percentage of the logical indicators, she found

out that in terms of logical indicators, because was appeared the most in the

subjects' compositions (49, 81%) and hence was occupied the least (0, 4l%). In

the premise indicator, because was used the most by the subjects (66, 85%) and

for (1,09%) was the least. The conclusion indicator used the most is so (76, l9%o)

and hence is the least (1, 59%).

The certain limited types oflogical indicators found in the subjects' essays

lead to two possible reasons; first, it might happen because the Argumentative

Writing teachers and the previous Writing teachers only taught their students the

most common logical indicators as found in their essays. Second, the subjects

under study have not mastered other logical indicators except those ones because

they did not have enough practice or they did not read enough argumentative

essays where they can find various types oflogical indicators used in context. The

most used of because as premise indicator and so as conclusion indicator, indicate

that probably those two words are so familiar and seemed to be the easiest and the

most effective ones to be applied by the subjects in their arguments, whereas the

fact that for as premise indicator and hence as conclusion indicator were used the



least shows that those words were not too familiar to the subjects and not easy to

apply in their arguments.

5.2 Suggestions

In line with the findings discussed in chapter 4; in this section, the writer

would like to give the following suggestions to the Writing teachers and students

of the English Department of Widya Mandala Surabaya Catholic University

especially those who are taking Argumentative Writing subject.

First, the teachers of Argumentative writing are highly expected to teach

their students various types of logical indicators and how to use them in shaping

their arguments. Using various sources of argumentative writing and their own

experiences, they expose their students to various types of logical indicators

consisting of words, phrases, and clauses. Besides training their students using

these indicators in constructing argumentative sentences, paragraphs, and essays

regularly and step by step to make them get the habit of using the logical

indicators appropriately. These suggestions are due to the findings of this study

which show that the students taking the Argumentative Writing used only a

limited number of logical indicators. Whereas actually, as shown in Chapter 2,

there are quite a number of logical indicators that might be used.

Secondly, the students of the English Department who are taking the

Argumentative writing (writing III) must be more active in doing a lot of

practices given by the teachers so that they will be able to produce better
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argumentati!'e conrpositiolts

indicators.

applopriate bat tot olly lirnited lcgicatusllrg

Last, this study only foc'.ised on the iogicai in<iicators ercsuntered in the

studeuts' argumentative compositions. There are slill many aspecls of logical

reasoning that the *riter *'as'.urable to cover. For fi.rth*r studS she suggests th*

the sttdents of the English Department who are going to condnc-t researches on

discourse analysis, particularly on the field of arguntents and logical indicators"

invesiigate the reasons of tire Argumentative 
-Writing 

teachers and also their

students for using only a certain limiied gpes of logical indicalors in tkir

argumentative ccmpositions.
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